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1. INTRODUCTION.

Opinions about the role which the Air Force v/ould play in future sea

operations were very confused before the beginning of this war, due to the
lack of practical experience in operations of this nature.
poT/er, vTith its unlimited possibilities of development, could establish
supremacy over the seas even v/hen opposed by naval forces and would prove

itself superior to the most powerful battleships.
Air Force could only be effective in.coastal areas because it was tied to the
land and coast.

Some held that ai

Another viev/ was that the

r

The course of the war to date has given a clear ansv/er to this
As a result of its intense technical development, unexpectedly great

range, and amazing operational effect, the -aircraft has assumed the utmost
importance in sea v/arfare. On the other hand, the Air Force has had little

opportunity to demonstrate its powers over the sea, and the value of the Navy
and above all of battleships has in no way diminished.

A land-based air force cannot replace at sea a mobile naval forcu

and the Navy still remains the chief fighting weapon in this sphere,

force can usefully supplement and increase the striking power of the navy by
of well-timed strategic, operations, but must always conduct its operations

conformity and in co-operation with the navy.

The value of the air force in sea v^arfare is evident from the variety
of tasks which it has been able to assume during the course of the war:-

Protection of the coast and coastal fronts.

Reconnaissance and patrols in wide sea areas, in order to gain
information about the situation.

Close reconnaissance for, and protection of, naval forces at sea.

Bomber operations; offensively against enemy sea targets vfith bombs,
torpedoes and mines or defensively against enemy attacks on our
foxmations.

Reconnaissance of, and attacks on enemy merchant shipping and as
protection for our convoys.

question.

The air

means
in

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

2. HISTORICAL SICETCH OF THB DjjVFlJDPISNT OF AIRCRAFT CARR EES.

The fulfilment of the above tasks, without v/hich modern sea v/arfare
is no longer conceivable, is, however, still limited by the range of action of
the aircraft. Bven if ranges are increased, it is still not possible for
land-based aircraft to follow the naval forces far into the ocean. This fact
led the great sea powers to establish numerous naval and air bases overseas,
in order to bridge the largest gaps in their air defences. The occupation of
the Azores is a goed example of this.

Aircraft operating over the sea from such advanced bases still
suffer from many of the disadvantages of the land-based airorai't* Modern sea
warfare makes it necessary for aircraft to accompany the fleet, and be avail
able for action at any time and at ai'y distance from the coast. This fact
Was undoubtedly the primary Justification for the introduction of the early
sea-plane carrying ship (Flugzeugschiff) and its most notable successor, -
the modern aircraft carrier.

The development cf the carrier began in with the first attempt
to fly an aircraft from the deck of an American cruiser. After this aircraft
bearing cruiser, the next stages in development v/ero the introduction of
parent ships carrying a limited numb^ of sestplanes, followed by a vessel with

/a
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short flight deck free of obstructions at the bovvs, from which first seapl^es,
on small wheeled carriages, and subsequently land planes took off, thus, avoiding
the difficulties of a sea take-off. Following this -innovation came the necessity

of being able to land on the ship again, and so the foim of the present
aircraft carrier v/as evolved.

a

At first, existing ships cf the most varying types and sizes were
As from about 1928, difficulties arising from theconverted to carriers,

inadequacy of technical and tactical -experience were gradually overcame, and
the construction of new aircraft carriers becOTie possible.

3. PRII'jUIPiVL CliiPACTaitlSTICS OF THli AIRCM^T CAKi-milR

The main characteristics of the aircraft-carriers which have since

been built, are determined by the specialized purpose which they serve,
to the requirements of the air force, they can be described as
'floating airfields'. A class of ship has therefore been introduced w

Built

hich
differs radically fraa all other tjrpes in shape, armament, speed, size and
defensive power.

The necessity of providing an adequate flight deck and sufficient
storage space for aircraft has decisively influenced the construction of the
carrier. In consequence, aranament can only be installed in parts of the ship
which cannot be used for aircraft, such as the sides of the ship. Space is
noturally limited and the question arises as to whether naval or Plolc

airtillery should be given preference. The emphasis must certainly be on
protection against air attack, to which the ship is particulai-ly vulnerable
because of the target presented by its flight deck, and naval artillery must
be restricted to the absolute minimum necessary for countering ligiit naval
forces.

carrier must be capable ofBecause of its great vulnerability,
hi^ speeds, both in order to evade enemy naval forces, and to enable it
to re-establish contact with our avn formations when special courses have had

to be steered on account of the wind during take-off and landing. High speeds
require large engines with great power, but the size of the engine room is ●
limited by the space required -for aircraft storage. For instance, when, durirjg
the construction of the "Ranger", the speed of 30,3 knots was considered
insufficient, it was discovered that an extra 3 knots would reduce the number
of aircraft by 40^^

a

In addition, the faster the carrier, the greater must bo its
displacement. As however it is obviously desirable that the loss of a
carrier should not entail the consequent loss of  a subst<‘intial proportion
of the aircraft available at sea, one school of thought has flavoured t-ie
construction of a niuaber of smaller carriers. .  A reduction in size, .'●-■^ever,
necessarily evolves a reduction in fighting power, i. e. in speed and aircraft
complement, so that despite the disadvantage mentioned above, there has oeen
a tendency to build larger aircraft-carriers with  a displacement of about
20,000 tons (metric). The emergency construction of the so-called Liberty*
auxiliary aircraft-carriers of 7,000 tons (metric) cannot be considered as an
important divergence from this principle.

valuable fighting unit,
;  attention of enei.y naval

inpossible to protect the
would necessitate the

The aircraft carrier can
It can defend itself

As the carrier represents a particularly
’■vhich cannot easily be replaced, it will attract the
forces. For reasons cf stability however,
aircraft installations with armour plating, as this
carrying of too much weight above the waterline.
b>;st protect itself by avoiding close range actions# .  ● ^
against air attacks with its om fighters and Flak, but will always oe xmerior
in a battle with eneny naval craft.

.it is

The number cf aircraft that can be carried will depend on the ize of
the hangars, which in turn is dependent on the size of the flight decc Ao &
rough estimate, about 40 airoroft can be ocoa-fljnodated m a c...mer with a flight
deck of 250 metres.

/to
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To sunirnarise the above it may be stated that the ideal aircraft

career is 0. ship of* 20,000 tons (metric) with the hipest'speed (35"37 knots),

^nuiium naval artillery and armour plating, ccraplement approximately equal to
at of a cruiser, heavier Flak than any other warship, number of aircraft
Mited to 40“50 (maximum) and a flight deck of 27O-3OO metres. At present,

the aircraft-c arrier represents the most cemplete answer to the problem
0 how aircraft can be made to accon^tany naval forces and carry out repeated
and powerful attacks in mid-ocean.

4. 0rERATI01'.AL POSSIBILITIES m> DUTIES

.  The in^ortance of the aircraft carrier in sea warfare is clearly
evident from its properties and fighting value. All t;-.pes of aircraft can
operate from carriers in tte following main classes of operations:-

(1) Offensive operations:
enemy sea targets; naval and merchant ships - or targets on the
enemy coast line.

Defensive operations;
ov/n navy, and for our offensive and reconnaissance operations.

Reconnaissance operations;
reconnaissance by strategic reconnaissance of largor sea areas,
tactical reconnaissance for the protectit.i of our own formations

and artillery spotting during battles.

torpedo, banb.er or machine gun attacks on

fighter escort for the parent ship, cur

extension of the fleet’s range of(iii)

The view was originally held that the main task c... a carrier was
provide reconnaissance for the fleet and that it must seek refuge behind

the fleet on account of its laolc of defensive armaaent. In fact, however,
close range .reconnaissance is carried out mainly by aircraft based on other
Ships of the fleet. The'carrier itself is a warship of great value, whose

»^ain-tasks include co-operation with the fleet, protection of oceanic trade
routes and, under some cirousistances, co-operation during landing operations
y the creation of tomporary and local ai.: supreiaacy.

to

:  As is indierted by these duties, the airert^ft-oarrier is on offensive .
Ship, since the aircraft which it caiTies on board are priur.^ly weapons of
j  cr account of the importance of a.ttacks on shipping have
deienaive tasks been assigned to the carrier .in addition to its original duties.

^Of the iiiain tasks of tlie carrier, co-operation with the fleet is
01 great importance. During a naval engagement, the carrier borne bcaiiber
^^irxiraft can assist in the destruction of the energy’s ships not only by
actual banbing but also by

In landing operations, the fighter and bonber forces cf a carrier
Can give decisive support to the ground troops and can gain local air
supremacy. They must smultaneously undertake the protection of units of
their fleet as soon as they orq within striking range of the enemy air force.
For this t;^e of operation, it is preferable to en?)l(y small ^iliary
carriers, in order to avoid the risk of losirig larger carriers and jnany
aircraft in such very hazardous \jndertakings.

means of reconnaissance flights.

For the protection of convoy routes, can-iei-bome recormaissonoe
and fighter aircraft are particularly useful. The growth of U-boat warfare,
dnd the fact that the aii-craft is the most effective counter-measure to it,,

l^ve made it necessary for convoys to be escorted by oircr i’t—carriers
sea hreaa which cannot be patrolled by land based aircraft.in

Having given a general picture of the value in battle, .and the
tasks of the aircraft carrier, and on estimation of its c^erational possibili
ties, it is convenient to illustrate its importance in sea v/arfare by means
of exainples of our own and enemy operations during this war,
Matapan, "the attack* on P*q,18 in the North Sea, and the Bismarck action,

/have

The Battle of
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have heen chosen, as they most clearly illustrate the points that v/e have
laentioned*

5, THE BATTELS OF Mi^TAlP.iU'i'

During the Battle of Hatapan on 28th March, 1941? the aircraft carrier
v/as able to prove conclusively its value as an indispensible component of
modern fleet.

a

On this occasion, an Italian battle group, , consisting of a battleship
of the “Littorio‘' class, three heavy cruisers and a destroyer flotilla, v/as
attacking shipping on the iVlexandria-Greece supply route, v/hich had beccjiie more
vital than ever-because of developments in the south-east. In the sea area
south of Crete, the Italian formation came into contact with a British battle

aircraft-carrier -
group class, comprising three battleships of the"Barham
'P orroidable

, one

three light cruisers and a destroyer flotilla.

The Italian fleet began to retreat, a course v/hich should und^btedly
have been successful owing to its greatly superior speed. The ships of the

''Barhaj-n"class are relatively old and slow and the pursuit of the Italian ships,
built for speed, would therefore, have been useless. Torpedo-earring aircrcft
frcsii the 'Formidable ’ were h^owaver able to .overtake and attack the Italians who
were heading for their bases.

The Italians had no air force available, and were tileryor-= not in
the position to repulse the air attack. Their battleship v/as ^ ̂  o^edo,
which caused a considerable reduction in the speed of the group an
consequently the loss to the Italian of its decisive tactical ^
retreat could only be completed at the cost of sacrificii^g t\vo heavy cruisers,

shotted and

The

which were left behind to cover the withdrawal and which wej.e ^
destroyed by the British during the following ni^t, together v/i es ers.

British aircraft-carrier,
able to bridge the constantly

to facilitate the pursuit,
ountered by an arm of

of a carrier.

This success was undoubtedly due to the
which, by extending the fleet's range of action,
increasing distance to the enemy, and consequisntly
This superiority of the British could only’ have been c
equal value i. e. if the Italians had also been in possession o

was

Vfiiile the torpedo aircraft did not in fact sinlc ojiy Actu?'!
they were nevertheless able to achieve a decisive tactica follows
sinlcings, however, were only achieved by warships. sea warfare
that the Air Force should be regarded as a first-lass me supplement
but not as a force capable of exercising sea sup:feOThcy. 1
the effect of warships but cannot replace them.

that it took
The Battle of Matapan is cf particular interest in

in the narrow sea area cf the Bastem Mediterranean, >

that the carrier has its best eff-,ct when far f^|^ aircra-r-t-
niritish- rsoA the Italians could have enployed their coast carrier in

pla.ce

equipped with additional petrol tanks, but the ^^^^^®iiabidity of its
the ^tie noiT-,al conditions

and disproved t

cC5;paratively narxHow -sea areas lies in

he
Both the

aircraft and in their ccnplete independanoe
of coastal operations.

The British could only employ carriers fall
superiority guaranteed adequate protection for no longer
of Crete, and the assault in N. Afrioa^when such protect

possible, British carriers disappeared from the Eastern lie

6. TIffi ATTACKS ON P.Q.18.

of the battle in detail
aircraftIt is not practical to describe the course r- -,n of

and consequently only those facts relating to the participa 1
carriers have been mentioned 'here.

/The
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The convoy consisted of about 45 merchant ships, on_ cdrcraft-carrier,
and a strong escort force including cruiser, destroy-rs and corvettes. Attacks
were carried out over a period of 3 days, during which 28 ships (200,000 G, R. T,)
were sunk, a result which appear^ satisfactory, but must be ci^i^jared with the
success obtained against the'pirevijus convoy (P.Q.17), which sailed without
aircraft carriers, and of whioH all ships except cne were sunlc in spite of
unfavourable weather conditions, *

In the P. Q.17 attack, 2 Ju, 88's and 3 U-boats out of a total of 7
were lost, whereas about 4X) aircreft from 4 bcrber Gruppen failed to return
frorn the P.Q.13 attack. These higher losses coupled with greatly reduced
successes are attributable largely to the operation for the first tme of an
aircraft carrier as escort to a North Ssa convoy.

The ir.iportance of aircraft carriers in the protection of convoys
an order fro:o Hitler that the carrier

Por t%7o days, the ‘Air -Force
was conveyed to the Navy and Air Porce in
should be the main objective of the attacks,
concentrated its attacks exclusively on the aircraft-corrier, but as it was

sailing north of the convoy and was protected by  a double ring of destroyers,
the aircraft approaching fr-ora the south had to fly through the convoy escort
and the double escort of the carrier in order to attack.

the attacks v/erc notOwing to the strength cf these defences,
efx^ective; tlie carrier succeeded in out-manoeuvring almost all the tor^does,
which had they been directed against merchant ships, would alnost certainly
have sunk them. This indicates how the aircraft-caxrier can protect the

convoy, not only through its defensive pov/er, but also by attracting to
itself the jviain weight of the attack.

be attributed to the carrier-borneThe majority of our losses can
fighters, wMch attacked our bomber and reconnaissanc.. fomatlons and
consequently hindered both our bespbing accuracy ond tie continuity of our

shadowing operations. They forced the attacking U-boats to submerge, and
directed the attacks of the naval escort vessels dropping depth charges.

Experience of the P, Q.18 operation ha.s taught us that successes
without too jiany losses against convoys protected by carriers are oi^y possible
after the destruction of the carrier. Otherwise, v/hatever losses it i.iay
sustain, the convoy remains a ccffnpact unit, having at its disposal an excellent
defensive weapon against air and U-boat attack.

7. Hm *3ia.lARCK» ACTION.

The course of the battle is too well knov/n to wairant its

recaiiitulation here, but the following points m^y be noted with legard to the
participation of the British aircraft carriers in the oction:-
The use of the 'Victorious*’ and ‘Ark Royal*' is  a classic exi’O.iple of offensive
carrier tactics. All aircraft available fraw tlie tv/o coiriers were directed
against the 'Bisnuxrck', and effective hits were scored with torpedoes
ship's oil tanks and steering installations, which reduced the 'Bismarck's'
speed and left her an easy prey for the enemy naval forces,
borne aircraft also did valu^jble v/orking in shadowing the 'Bismarck' during
the subsequent pursuit.

on the

The earner

I
AS in the Battle of Matapan, nothing shewed the supenority

The British use of their carriers in the 'BisLiorckof air over eea power,
action was a typical example of the ideal co-operation betv/i on sea -and -air
forces in which the one supplem. nts the value of the other.

The further the operation takes place fror’ the ooas^ 'l air bases,
D’U’ing thethe greater is the significance of the aircraft-car.

engagement wliich culminated in the sinking of the 'Bismarck', the only land
baaed aircKift that could be en^lc^ed were reocainaissance n? .-craft, mainly
sea planes - whose exaabat value was negligible. The oorri :'-bome aiicraft

■cr.

1 /^ere
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were therefore the absolute masters of the air, and it was their task to cripple
the *3ismarck* before she entered into the effective range of
J’rance,

our Ain Force in

might have been different hr^.d she
The question mry appear to be

but is nevertheless ir.'^ortau.it if pra.ctical

That the fate of the '3is3narck'

been escorted by an aircraft carrier is evident,
of pu3?ely academic interest,-
lessons are to be drawn from the action.

● The ’Bismarck' had no possibility of obtaining  a .comprehensive picture
of her situation. Increased reconnaissance v;ould certaxnly have provided the
C.-in-O. of the Fleet v/ith valuable inforjnati'on and would have ̂ led ,hii:i to
choose the quickest route via the Denraark Strait to the Norwegian bases, during
which our ships would have been within renge of our air force.

The 'Biaaorck’ had no weapons other than her naval guns with which
Her range of action could not be increased by the use

aircraft, and the British could therefore pursue her at will, iiad the ’Bismarck
been escorted by an aircraft carrier, sYb would have represented a very neaj-iy
invincible caribat unit.

The use of v;arships'unacGtx^anied by aircraft-carriers frcj-.i the
bases of their oir/n air force is no longer conceivable after the 'Bismarck’ action.
Operations in coastal areas v/ithin the ronge of actio.n of the air force
only an uniiaportant part of the possible uses
follows that a carrier escort should always be available,

8, COl^GLUSIOH.

to defend herself. ’ of

j  ̂'^P^esent
of battlesnips, and it therefo^g

It is often contended that Germany’s sphere of interest does not
extend beyond the coastal front covered by the air. force, and that as a

land power Go many can therefore afford to renounce aircr^t-carrie
which are of little value in coastal waters. The policy of attacking the
on his^sea lines must herwever never be abandoned, and in this connecti-on

submerges ore of p^irticular value. Attacks must be carried beyond the
●areas if they are to exercise a decisive influence on the course of tae war.
Heavy surface forces c-an contribute towards this, as proved ^

our
oas

battleships ’Scharnhorst' and ’Gneisenau’ at the beginning ox I74I, but the
co-operation of a corrierWbome air force is also essential today.

e

I

rs

talc

the

In addition, it is certain that air support at sea would be extrom^Tv
beneficial to submsirine operations. They could be gr.-atly iacilitated by-
defensive operations, reconnaissance, shadowing and the diversion of enen^r
forces by carrier borne aircraft.

of aircraft qIn conclusion, it iaoy be said that only by the iisc
_ v/ill it in future be possible to exercise air power in dxst-anb sea o^as.

Navy, hewever, remains the r.U'.in weapon of sea warfare; a weapon which
force can usefully supplejnent, but never replace.

arriors
The
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